Pharmacies | Labs | ORs
a modular casework furniture guide

labs • patient rooms • reception areas • nurse stations • education • offices • mailrooms • kiosks
Pharmacy Areas

Order Entry
AMCASE® can assist your pharmacy in organization and functionality. The flow of information is as vital as that of the prescriptions. Our designs can assure that your order processing and computer work stations will be conducive to maximizing productivity.

Picking Stations
Pharmaceutical distribution technologies are facing constant evolution. AMCASE® has the flexibility of design and engineering to adapt to these ever changing technologies. We can maximize your space to assure optimum flow of employees and pharmaceuticals.

Sterile Preparation
Regulations, products and services are ever changing in the sterile preparation area of the pharmacy. Conforming to USP 797 can be a challenge your pharmacy is facing. AMCASE® can assist you by designing and providing modular casework solutions that create an anteroom and cleanroom that will most effectively fit your space and at the same time comply to regulations.

Outpatient Services
Outpatient pharmacy services are imperative to growing healthcare systems. Interaction between pharmacist and patient make the area’s aesthetics almost as important as it’s functionality. AMCASE® can provide solutions to meet any needs, and will assure that your pharmacy looks great and is efficient.

Variety
We provide casework solutions for all pharmaceutical spaces:
• Order Entry
• Picking Stations
• Sterile Preparation
• Outpatient Services
• Administrative
• Consultation

Modular
Our products are reconfigurable and can easily be relocated as your business adapts to growth and change.
AMCASE® provides laboratory environments for hospital, clinical, educational, dental, and commercial applications. From epoxy to stainless steel and everything in between, we have a variety of surface options to meet your specific lab needs. We also provide solid surface, epoxy, and stainless steel sinks with foot controls for hands free operation.

AMCASE® Advantage

Industry Experience
30 years of crafting quality casework.

Cabinet Options
We have over 10,000 cabinet configurations and accommodate a variety of custom orders.

Warranty
Limited lifetime warranty

Modularity
Individual cabinets to entire installations.

Depreciation
The flexibility of our casework system allows for 7 year depreciation vs. 39 years for millwork.

Attractive Pricing
Leveraging an on-site manufacturing facility allows AMCASE® to over-see their process and ensure efficiency, accuracy and keep costs competitive for the end-user.

Thank you for this opportunity to be considered for your current and future projects. We take pride in the fact that all of our casework is designed, developed and manufactured right here in the USA.

Our goal is to provide quality product that meets the demands of our ever changing environment. To that end, we focus on providing quality modular casework products that have been carefully engineered to provide years of dependable service. It is our hope that this brochure will give you a glimpse of our capabilities and our commitment to offering you quality product designed for your specific application. We look forward to the opportunity to serve you in your modular casework needs.

Thank you!

Mike H. Mulford, President
Great Customer Care

From the first phone call to the final punch list, each job is handled by our AMCASE® team with great attention to detail, service, safety, and ergonomics. Our friendly staff is ready to help you design and implement your ideas. Need additional storage or custom applications? No problem. Give us a call and let us help you with your modular casework needs.

ORs

Operating rooms often have casework requirements uniquely their own – built-ins, pass-thrus, or custom mobile carts to name a few. So when a situation arises that requires additional custom work, think AMCASE®.

Green Commitment

AMCASE® strives to manufacture casework products that are environmentally friendly and superior in construction.

Our board core is CPA ECC 4-11 certified and is certified to CARB ATCM 93120 Phase 2 emission limits. AMCASE® products can contribute to achieving LEED Credits for Materials and Resources due to our use of recycled wood fiber and regional materials. We can also help contribute to Materials and Resources (through rapidly renewable materials and certified wood) and Indoor Environmental Quality (through low emitting materials) if specific product is requested for an upcharge.

Our AMCASE® representatives will gladly work with you on these categories. We have a network of dealers nationwide so contact us to find a dealer in your area.
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